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ABSTRACT 
The set of projector frames (i.e. finite sequences of commuting projectors which 
sum to the identity) can be given a differentiable manifold structure with an affine 
connection. We compare the resulting geodesic arcs with other naturally arising paths 
and find them cubically close. We also discuss Riemannian geodesics in an ap- 
propriate Hilbert-space context. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A decomposition of a Banach space into a finite direct sum of subspaces 
can be conveniently represented by its “projector frame,” which is the 
collection of the corresponding linear projectors. Two such decompositions 
whose frames are close are known to be linearly homeomorphic and homo- 
topic. The homotopy is by no means uniquely determined, and in this paper 
we compare two important examples: interpolation of the classical balanced 
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transformation, which one would prefer to calculate because it has an explicit 
algebraic description, and a geodesic path derived from an embedded mani- 
fold structure. Their closeness turns out to be of cubic order compared with 
the distance of their endpoints, although the order guaranteed by general 
error estimates for twopoint interpolation is merely quadratic. Also, we 
present a manageably simple form of the differential equations for Rieman- 
nian geodesics when a Hilbert-space structure is available on the underlying 
space. 
2. NOTATION 
By an n-frame of projectors on a Banach space S? we mean a sequence 
E E 99”(X), where E =(E,,..., E,) and the E,‘s satisfy 
0#Ej~.?2(2-) (j =l,...,n), (Ia) 
2 Ej=I, 
j=l 
(lb) 
E,E, = aikE, (j,k=l,..., n). (14 
Throughout we make the assumption that n is fixed, and we say simply 
“frame” to mean “n-frame of projectors.” The set of all frames on 3 is 
denoted by 8”(%). For two fixed frames E, F the map 
PaF,,~B(B’(T-)):A- i FjAEj 
j=l 
is an idempotent [7, Lemma 11, and we say that A E @(2X) is block diagonal 
(with respect to E) if and only if A = P,,,(A), and block off-diagonal if and 
only if PE.JA) = 0. 
In this paper we will be dealing with smooth paths of frames. Differentia- 
ble paths of frames were analysed in [4, II, $4.51. It was shown there that if 
we are given a continuously differentiable frame valued path t - F(t), 
0 < t < 1, we can construct an operator valued function t * U(t) (called the 
transformation function, or Kato’s transformation) for F(t) with the following 
properties: 
(i) The inverse U( t ) _ ’ exists, and both U( t ) and U( t ) _ ’ are continuously 
differentiable; 
(ii) F(t) = U(t)F(O)U(t)-‘. 
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G(X) denotes the multiplicative group of invertible elements of B(%). 
The spectrum of A in 9’(s) is the set 
o(A)= {zECZZ-AAG(9-)}. 
In case the underlying space is a Hilbert space &‘, then A in 9?(X) is 
said to be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if the quantity llAjlHs defined by the 
equation 
Il4l,, = ( a~jIIA~./IP)1'2 
is finite. Here {x a : a E J } is a complete orthonormal set. JI AJJ ns is called the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm. HS(.%‘) is a Hilbert space with inner product defined 
by 
(S,T),,= C (Sx,,Tx,)=trT*S. 
U6.l 
For details on Hilbert-Schmidt operators see [2, Chapter XI]. 
3. CLOSENESS TO GEODESICS 
The following two results can be found in the literature. 
RESULT 1. Let E, F E 8”(_T) be sufficiently close frames. Then there is 
a geodesic arc connecting E with F: 
t - etLEeStL, (2) 
where L is the solution of the operation equation 
expL-P,,,(expL)+P&L)=O. (3) 
In fact, (3) is equivalent to the pair of equations 
exPL-g,,dexpL)=O and ~,,,(L)=o. 
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[To separate the last term in (3), apply 8,,, to obtain first 0 
= C~=iEiFiEiLE, = (Z;=lEjFjEj)(Cy_lEjLEj), and then apply 
(C;,,EiFjEj)-l, which exists for F sufficiently close to E.] Further, R(F, E) 
= exp L is called the geodesic similarity or the direct rotation between E 
and F. 
Proof of Result 1 is found in [6]. n 
RESULT 2. Let E, F be two sufficiently close j+ames, let tJ( F, E) be the 
clu.ssical balanced transformation (see [7]), that is, 
U(F,E)=( !lFjEj)( $lEjFjEj~-l’z’ 
and set 
K = logU( F, E). 
Then 
(a) K is the unique solution of 
exp K - PF, s(exp K) + 9,, ,(sinh K) = 0, (4) 
with the property K -+ 0 as F -+ E; 
(b) U( F, E) is the unique similarity between E and F which satisfies 
2 Ej[U(F,E)-U-‘(F,E)]Ej=O. (5) 
j=l 
For a proof, see [7]. 
We expect, by looking at Equations (3) and (4) that U(F, E) and R are 
extremely close, since sinh H = H + 0(]]H]]3). In this section we shall show 
that R and U( F, E) are indeed close, namely at a distance of order ]]E - F]j3, 
and that this order cannot be improved in general. 
We note first that two similarities between E and F are related by an 
E-diagonal operator, that is, if S is a similarity between E and F, then T is 
another such similarity if and only if S = TD where D is an invertible 
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E-diagonal operator. We use this fact to transform the equations (3) and (4) 
into equivalent forms which are more suitable, in our opinion, for finding an 
estimate for JJR - U(F, E)ll. Now since F can be represented as F = QEQ-’ 
for some invertible Q (as pointed out in Results 1, 2), we have exp L = QD 
and exp K = QD,, where D and D, are invertible E-diagonal operators. 
LEMMA 3. Under the transformation F = QEQ-‘, Equations (3) and (4) 
have the equivalent forms 
D-%,,(D)+ %,,(logQD) =O, 
D,-glE,E(DO)+glE,.(sinhlogQD,,)=O. (4’) 
Proof. To show that (3’) is equivalent to (3) we note first that L being a 
solution of (3) implies 
expL=g,,.(expL) = 5 Fj(expL)Ej=Q 5 E,Q-‘(expL)Ej. 
j=1 j=1 
Let D = Q-’ exp L; then we have D = S,,,(D) (D being E-diagonal). Next, 
S’z, z( L) = 0 implies B,, x(log QD) = 0; hence D satisfies (3’). On the other 
hand, if D satisfies (3’), then 9,,, being a projector implies B,, E(log QD) 
= 0, and 9,,,(D) = D, so if we put L = log(QD), then L satisfies (3). A 
similar argument shows the equivalence between (4) and (4’). a 
Next we use a method of solving operator equations of the form G(A) = 0 
where G is a function defined on an open subset of .SY(.%). This method is 
known, in case of a real equation, as Newton’s method. Its generalizations 
and modifications were investigated in [3, XVIII]. We shall be interested in 
the special case when the operator equation has the form 
G(A)=II(A)+R(A)=O 
where the solution A 0 of the approximate equation II(A) = 0 is known. Then 
on the basis of certain inequality conditions we can draw a conclusion about 
!(A* - Aall, where A* is the solution of G(A) = 0. Our intention is to use this 
idea to get an estimate on )Jexp L - U(F, E)ll. This will be given in the next 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Co& the qmator equations (with a fixed Q E G(3)) 
G(Q, D) = D -+.(D)+ %,,(logQD) = 0, (6) 
lI(Q,D)=D-P,,,(D)+P,,,(sinhlogQD)=O. (7) 
Then (Q, D*) is a solution of (6) and (Q, DO) is a solution of (7), where 
D* = Q-‘(expel), with L given by (3) and D,, = Q-‘U(F, E). Furtherrrwre 
where 
R(Q, D) = 9,,,(logQD - SinhlogQD) (8) 
and 
IIexpL - U(F, E) )I= O(llF - El13). (9) 
Proof. The statements that (Q, D*) and (Q, DO) are solutions of (6) and 
(7) follow directly from Lemma 3. Also (8) follows from (6) and (7). We start 
by observing that from our assumptions about E and F being sufficiently 
close, we know that QD is close to the identity if Q is, so we can assume that 
III - 0Dll-c 6, 26 = p < 1. 
In order to prove (9) we need to bound some partial derivatives of R and IT; 
for that, let us set 
17 = 3311%, Eli’ a = :~~llQll II~E, EII 
(10) 
P = $W’~.~lI llQl12~ K = ~lIQl1211~,,~Il~ 
Then we shall show that the following inequalities hold: 
(i) IIWQy WI G 11, 
04 llR’(Q, Doll Q CT 
(iii) IIR”(Q, &II B P, 
(iv) Iln’(Q, &II 6 K. 
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Here R’(Q, D), R”(Q, D) d enote the first and second Frechet derivative of 
R with respect to D, and fI”(Q, D) denotes the second Frechet derivative of 
II with respect to D. Let 
fi(Q, D) = IogQD - sinhlogQD; 
with the use of functional calcuhrs, &Q, D) can be expressed as 
where 
r= {z:jz-lI=p), f(z)=logz-sinhlogz. 
Now for z E I’, that is, z = l+ peit, we have 
(z_QD)-‘=p-‘e-‘f 
[ 
E P-ke-‘k’(QD_I)k , 
k=O I 
so that 
ll(z-QD)-‘/<M=2/p forz in I’. 
Also for z in r, 
(11) 
m 
A4 = 1% u” - kTo 
(log z)2k + l 
(2k + 1), 7 
and from log z = - CT= r(1 - z)j/j, we obtain f(z) = (1 - .~)~/3! + O((l- 
z)“), and hence 
The above integral expression for @Q, D) gives 
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and from 
D) with respect to D is given (see [9, 
10.35)] by 
and similar calculations to those of part (i) yield (ii). 
On abbreviating (z - QD)- ’ = Z(z), we obtain 
fi{(Q, D + K)H - fi’(Q, D)H 
+ o(llw12)} dz; 
it follows that 
i?“(Q, D)HK = & /, f(z)Z(z)[QKZ(z)QH+QHZ(z)QKlZ(z)dz 
and 
11 ii”(Q, D)HK 11~ ~~~~~lIQll~lI~ll IIW. 
So inequality (iii) follows, since 
@“(Q, 0) 11 f $+W’~,A llQl12 = P. 
As for part (iv), recall that 
II(Q, D) = D - 9,,,(D)+ 9,,. SinhlogQD, 
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and a similar argument to the above gives 
where g(z), after a simplification of sinhlog z, gives an estimate 
Clearly cy in Equation (10) can be made less than 
small. Let 
1 by taking p sufficiently 
h=ll(K+P) 
(1- ci)” 
= 0( P”), 
where TJ, K, p were defined in (10). Now if a < 1, h < i, we can carry out the 
successive approximations on 
S(D) = D - G(Q, D) 
with the majorizing function 
which indeed majorizes S in the sense of [3, XVIII]. Also, h < i implies that 
$J( t ) has real fixed points and 
2 9 
r”= l+(l-2h)“2 1-e 
will be the unique root of t = +(t) in [0,6]. NOW appealing to Theorem 1 in 
[3, XVIII, $21, we see that the successive approximations starting at Do will 
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converge to D* and llD* - Doll f r. = O(p3). Hence 
))expL-U(F,E))I~O(IIF-El13). m 
REMARKS 
(1) The estimate (9) justifies, in the finite-dimensional case, the use of 
U(F, E) instead of expel. The reason is that U(F, E) has an algebraic 
expression, while L is obtained by an iterative process, and if an iterative 
procedure is set up for computing L, a good initial approximation would 
be K. 
(2) The order 3 in (9) cannot be improved in general; this will be 
established in Example 5. 
(3) Both V( F, E) and R( F, E) give rise to interpolating paths between E 
and F in &‘“(.3?), namely etKEeeiK and ettEeefL, 0 < t < 1. The two paths 
are in general different (see Example 5) and Theorem 6 says that the path 
arising from U(F, E) is close to the geodesic arc connecting E and F within 
O(llF - E113). Still th ere are some cases where the two paths do coincide; this 
will happen if and only if K = log U(F, E) is block off-diagonal [as is clear 
from Equations (3) (4)]. Certainly for 2frames K is block off-diagonal if and 
only if sinh K is block offdiagonal. For n > 2, Example 6 provides a case 
when the two paths coincide. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let Ej = ejeT be the coordinate projectors in C3. Let 
The eigenvalues are 1, 2, - 3, and the corresponding spectral projectors are 
P,, Pz, P3, equal respectively to 
Hence 
exp sH = eSPl + e2SPz + ep3’P3, 
and the frame F = exp(sH)E exp( - sH) is at a distance from E of order 
O(s). The direct rotation R between E and F is R = exp sH. But the 
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diagonal elements of R and R-l = exp( - sH) are not equal; hence R # 
U(F, E) [see Result 2(b)]. Now we compute U(F, E): 
But 
i FjEj = i RE,R-‘Ej = R 5 E,R-‘Ej = R(&gR-l), 
j=l j=l j=l 
and similarly 
3 
c EiFjEj = jcI ( EjREj)( EjR-‘Ej) = (diag R)(diag R-l). 
j=l 
Hence 
U(F, E) =R(diagR-‘)[(diagR)(diagR-‘)] -1’2 
=R[(diagR-1)(diagR)-‘]1’2. 
We therefore have explicitly U( F, E) = R diag( A, B, B), where 
A= 
10+10s3+0(s4) 1’2 
10 - 1os3 + O( $4) I 
=1+s3+0(s4) 
and 
B = 20+70s2 +20s3 + O(s) 1’2 
20+70s2 - 20s3 + O(s4) 
i 
= I+ s3 + O(P). 
Hence 
U(F,E)=R[1+O(s3)]. 
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But 
IF - El1 = O(s), 
so that 
IIu(F, E) - fill= O(llF - El13)> 
and the order cannot be improved to o(]\F - E]])3. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let Ej = ejeT be the coordinate projectors on C3, and let 
R = exp sH, where 
0 1 -1 
H=10 1. I 1 11 0 
H has eigenvalues 0, 1, - 1, and the corresponding eigenprojectors are P, = Z 
- Hz, Pz = k(H2 + H), P3 = g(H2 - H); hence 
1 1 - e-’ -l+e-” 
-l+e” -l+eS+eeS l-e-” 
-lff?” -l+e” 1 1 
with R -’ obtained from R through replacing s by - s. As H is offdiagonal, 
R will be the direct rotation between E and F: F = RER -l. The local 
characterization of the classical balanced transformation [see Equation (5)] 
implies that U( F, E) = R. 
In fact, the above example is a member of a larger class of similarly built 
examples. Namely, for any off-diagonal matrix H with eigenvalues - 1, 0, 1, 
and with E as before and F = exp( sH) E exp( - SW), we wiU have again 
U( F, E) = exp( sH ). This is because 
exp( sH) = P, - eSP, - eKsP3, 
where again 
P, = I- H2, P,=+(H+ H2), and P3=i(-H+H2). 
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H+H2 
exp( sH) = (1 - H2) + es2 
-H+H2 
+ e-’ 
2 * 
So in order that exp(sH) = U(F, E), we have to have the diagonal elements 
of exp( sH) the same as those of exp( - sH). This is easy to check: denote 
Hz = ( Kij); then the offdiagonality of H makes 
eSKjj eCSKjj 
(expsH)jj=l-Kjj+T+- 
2 ’ 
j = 1,2,3, 
so that the diagonal entries of exp SH and its inverse are the same, and indeed 
U(F,E)=expsH. 
4. RIEMANNIAN GEODESICS BETWEEN NONSYMMETRIC 
2-FRAMES 
Riemannian geodesics between symmetric projectors on a Hilbert space 
were described in [5]. In this section we study the Riemannian geodesics 
between oblique projectors. First we formulate the problem: let T be the 
involution associated with the projector E, i.e. T = 2E - I; similarly if E, 2’ 
have subscripts. Then the similarity orbit of TO is 
f(.Yf,T,)= {VT$-‘:VEG(X)}, 03) 
and we define 
#,,(A?,T,)= (T~.9(~?‘):T-Te~HS(X),TissimilartoT,} 
=~(.KT,,)n[TO+HS(X’)]. (14) 
We also define 
4&) = JWo)nHW’)~ (15) 
where 
d(q)= {HE~(~):T,H+HT,=o}. 
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Now if the topology of $ns(.%‘,TO) is strengthened to be compatible 
with the Hilbert-Schmidt metric, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. fus(A?, TO) is a munifold modekd on the Hilbert space 
em. 
Proof. In order to show that xus( %‘, T,) is a manifold, we first describe 
a chart at T,. Let us define an open convex A!u,(T,)-neighborhood V, of 0 
by 
%= (H~~,s(T,)~IlT,HlI,s~log2)~ 
and define the mapping 
X-‘: H ++T,exp(T,H). 
We claim that the range of X- ’ is in $nS( A“, T,). Indeed, 
X-‘(H) = T,exp(T,H) = T,exp(~T,H)exp(~T,H) 
=T,exp(~T,H)T,T,exp(~T,H)=exp( -!jT,H)T,exp(iT,H) 
(because TaHTa = - H). Hence X-‘(H) is similar to TO. Let K = iTOH, so 
that 
X-l(H)-TO= exp(-K)T,expK-To 
= [exp( -K)-Z]T,expK+T,(expK-I). 
Since H is in HS(z), which is an ideal in 3?( .%‘), we find exp( + K) - I, 
and consequently X-‘(H) - TO, in HS(&‘). This places X- ‘(TO) in 
yHS( 9, TO), as we claimed. X-r has a formal inverse 
X:T++TOlog(T,,T). 
To justify X, let T be in the range V of X- ‘. This means that T = T,exp(T,H) 
for some H in V,. Thus 
IlToT - zIIHS = Ilexp(T,$) - ZIIHS d w.W&lIH~ - 1 
< explog2 - l= 1. 
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Hence X is well defined on V, and (V, X) is a chart at T,. Since the 
mapping (W, T) ++ WTW- ’ is a smooth action of G(x) on g(&‘), and the 
restricted action to ~&Z’To) will be transitive by (14), we can describe a 
chart at any other point. It also follows that the changes of coordinates are 
smooth; explicitly, if (U, X,) is a chart at T,, if (V, X,) is a chart at Tl and 
U n V#0, then X,X;‘: X&U fl V) -+ X,(U n V) is a smooth map of 
open subsets of AHS(TO). Since X described above is a homeomorphism, the 
manifold topology will coincide with the topology given to fns( .P, To). This 
proves the theorem. m 
The choice of model space may be motivated as follows. The tangent 
space at To, as it is defined in [9, IV.21, can be identified with the subspace 
AS’~JT~) of HS(3) in the following manner. If 9: ( - E, E) + .%‘(.%‘) is a 
smooth curve through To with values in jHS( x, T,,) [i.e. 9(O) = To, q2( t) = I, 
q(t) - To E HS(.P)], then (92)‘(O) = q’(O)T, + T,q’(O) = 0 and g’(0) is in 
4( To). But 9(t) - T, being in HS(3) implies that 9’(O) E HS(Z). Hence 
9’(O) E AHS(TO). On the other hand, if HE dHs(To), then q(t) = TaexptH 
satisfies the following relations: 
92(t) = 1, 9(o) = To 9 Q’(O) = H, and 9(t) -To E HS(Z’). 
Now a unitary equivalence between any tangent space of $nS(Z, To) and 
the model space can be easily established. 
A tangent vector field H on a yHS( 2, T,>neighborhood U of To is a 
smooth function such that for each T E U we have H(T) E _dHS(T). By a 
Riemannian connection on jHS( Z’, To) we mean a function of two vector 
fields whose value is again a vector field, that is, (H, K) c-) D, H, and which 
satisfies the following properties for all smooth functions f, g on U and vector 
fields K, L, M: 
(1) DfagLH = fD,H + g.D,H, 
(2) DK(fH+gL)=fD,H+g.D,L+(fK)H+(g’K)L, 
(3) [K, H] = D,H - D,K, where the Lie bracket [K, H] = H’K - K’H, 
(4) (D,H> L),, +(H, D,L)H, = (H, L)‘,,K. 
If 9; denotes the orthoprojector from HS(&‘) onto AfHS(T), define 
(D%)(T) =g;(H’(T)K(T)); (16) 
one can check that (16) is indeed a Riemannian connection on #r.rs( 2, To). 
In principle, there always exists an orthoprojector of HS(Z’) onto _MHS(T). 
The following lemma shows how one can actually construct such a projector. 
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LEMMA 8. Zf P E .%?~A+‘) is a possibly oblique projector, then the 
orthogonal projector Q onto P.2’ is given by 
Proof. Q can actually be constructed “from scratch” by operational 
calculus as the spectral projector corresponding to the strictly positive part of 
the spectrum of the self-adjoint operator PP*. First, we show that 
is invertible. This follows from C = I - (P* - P)2 > I; the calculations are 
mechanical and the inequality follows from I’* - T being skew symmetric. 
Equally easily we verify PP*P = CP and the fact that C commutes with both 
P and P*. For large z, we expand 
(ZZ-PP*)-‘=z-‘I+ y2pp* + z-TPP* + z-4c2PP* + . . . 
=.Z -‘+z-‘PP*(zl-C)-’ 
=z-‘(I-PC-‘P*)+(zz-c)-‘PC-‘p*, 
where the last identity is a routine partial-fraction decomposition. The 
formula extends to all of the resolvent set of PP* by analytic continuation 
and shows that 0 is an isolated pole of the resolvent, while the rest of the 
spectrum of PP* lies on or above 1. Integrating along a circle around 0 with 
radius i gives the complement to Q: 
Z-Q=& j or’ , (=l/z(zz-PP*)-‘dz=(z-Pc-‘P*)+o, 
z 
the orthoprojector onto the nullspace of PP*, so that Q indeed projects onto 
the range of P. m 
It was shown in [5] that J(T) is complemented in .%9(X), namely that 
9r : B,H = i(H - THY’) is a projector with range M(T). According to 
Lemma 8, we can write the orthoprojector S,R onto JXHS(T): 
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A curve 9 through To is called a geodesic of DR if $9’ = 0 on the 
domain of 9. For DR defined by (16), the resulting second-order differential 
equation is 
9,( 9, + s; - I) - %,*( 9y = 0. (17) 
In principle, the differential equation (17) has locally a unique solution 
subject to initial conditions 9(O) = T, and 9’(O) = Ha, where H, E M&TO). 
Unfortunately, (17) or even its simplified form 9&q”) = 0 (see the proof 
below) does not allow us to solve for 9”, as is customary in ordinary 
differential equations, precisely because the projector applied to it is not 
invertible. In the following proposition we will remedy this situation and then 
reduce the equation to a system of first-order differential equations which 
reflect more of the algebraic structure of the manifold, using Kato’s transfor- 
mation, introduced in Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 9. lf T, E C&X’) is a possibly nonsymmetric involution 
and if H, E dHs(TO), H, # 0, then the Riemannian geodesic 9 through T, in 
the direction of H, is the solution of the differential equation 
9” + (99*)9”(9*9) +29(9’j2 = 0 08) 
with initial conditions 9(O) = T, and 9’(O) = He. Further, the linear mapping 
acting on 9” in (18) is strictly positive definite. Finally, (18) can be reduced 
to a system of first-order differential equations (22) from which 9 can be 
retrieved using a similarity transfation (21). 
Proof. The Riemannian geodesic through T, in the direction of HO is 
the solution of (17) with initial conditions 9(O) = T,, 9’(O) = He. First we 
show that 9; = 9r.. Recall that 9,(H) = i(H - THT) and the scalar 
product in HS(Z’) is given by (A, B),, = trAB* = trB*A. Hence 
(g,*H, K),, = (H, gT( K)),, = tr H( 9,K)* = tr $H( K* - T*K*T*) 
= i tr HK* - i tr T*HT*K* 
= i tr(H - T*HT*)K* = (9,.H, K),, 
for all H, K E JZHS(T), proving our claim. Since the nullspaces N(sP,R) = 
N( P;), Equation (17) reduces to P’,,( 9”) = 0. Next, for every two vector 
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fields H and K we have 
S,*(H’(T)K(T)) =i{ H’(T)K(T) - T*[H’(T)K(T)]T*}. (19) 
H(T) being in difHS(T) means TH(T)T + H(T) = 0, and we differentiate this 
along K to obtain 
K(T)H(T)T+T[H'(T)K(T)]T+TH(T)K(T)+H'(T)K(T)=O. (20) 
Let us drop the argument (T) to make room; substituting for T(H'K)T from 
(20) into (19) and using KHT = TKH, we get 
+*(H'K)=+{(H'K)-(T*T)[T(H'K)T](TT*)} 
=;[(H'K)+(T*T)(H'K)(TT*)] 
+;(T*T)T(KH+HK)(TT*), 
so that the equation for our geodesic becomes 
When multiplied by 2qq* on the left and by q*q on the right, this becomes 
(18). The positive definiteness follows from the observation that x H AXA 
with X in HS(.P), A in B(2) has an adjoint X +-+ A'XA*, so X ++ 
A*AXAA* is nonnegative semidefinite. 
Kato’s transformation works as follows: if q is a smooth path of involu- 
tions in $( 2, To) and passing through TO, then a transformation U(t) exists 
satisfying 
where 
u’(t) =L(t)U(t), U(0) = I, L@)=iq'(t)q(t). n 
Since q is assumed to be a geodesic, it satisfies (18). Also, L = iq'q can be 
written as q'= 2Lq and differentiated, so that 
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We substitute this into (18), simplify using qL + Lq = 0 and obtain the 
required system of differential equations, where q is expressed in terms of U 
using (21): 
L’q + (w*W’q(q*d - 2L2q +2(w*)L2d7*d = 0 
qf = 2Lq 
with initial conditions 
(22) 
u(0) = I, L(0) = iq(O)q’(O) = g&. 
REMARK. As in (18), we see that the linear mapping acting on L’q in 
(22) is strictly positive definite. 
Finally, the standard procedure of introducing q’(t) = H(t) instead of 
defining L( t ) would simplify somewhat the first equation in (22) but it would 
spoil the simplicity of U’ = LU which would become U’ = iHUT, with U 
multiplied on both sides. 
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